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Whalenado HVLS Fan Placement
A Review Of How To Approach A Site Audit

An overview on what to expect, review and document on site at 
a customers location.

Tools Required During Site Visit:
- Laser Tape Measure
- Copy of Whalenado-Destrat-Form-Master.pdf
- Copy of Whalenado-Site-Check-Sheet.pdf
- Pen, paper

7 Steps To Successful Fan Placements

1. Building Measurements

2. Building Temperature

3. Document Facility Work Areas 

4. Record Electrical and NFPA Information

5. Primary Benefit for Whalenado HVLS Fans

6. Determining the Quantity of Fans (Destrat or cooling)

7. Evaluate Data For Optimal Fan Placement



Fan Placement Tips
Installing fans to optimize airflow increases the fans performance.

Measure, Evaluate and Calculate

Placement Is The Key To Savings
The right placement will ensure you turnover more air, equalize interiors temperatures and thus save your customers 
more money. Once you have determined the building size in cubic feet and ran the Whalenado destrat calculator, it is 
time to evaluate where the best placement is for the Whalenado HVLS Fans.

Always place 24 foot fans to cover the largest area possible. In 
some  cases a smaller fan diameter may be needed based on 
obstructions or building code/requirements.

To turnaround the savings, you must ensure the fan is able to 
push air around the building to properly equalize temperatures. If 
the fan cannot move air smoothly, the customer may experience 
lower performance.

Avoid locating the fans too close to sprinklers, lighting, HVAC 
system, columns etc. This space may be required by law or to 
avoid damage to the interior structure.

Each building layout is unique. If you have machinery, walls or 
other large items inside - you may need to position the fans to 
move around properly.

A. Optimal Fan Size 

(Above) Whalenado turning over interior air to equalize facility temperatures and reduce strain on HVAC systems.

B. No Nearby Obstructions

C. Clear Path For The Air Flow D. Work Around Obstacles If Req'

16 Foot 24 Foot8 Foot

Whalenado HVLS Fans Standard 36" Ceiling Fans
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1. Building Measurements

Record the total width, length and height of the building.

2. Building Temperature - Results used to calculate destrat

Record the temperature of the building in two locations

First = The set-point (reading based off the thermostat)

Second Reading = Ceiling temperature

CEILING TEMPERATURE = BUILDING TEMPERATURE +  0.7 DEGREE PER FOOT OF CEILING HEIGHT

EXAMPLES:

71° (SET-POINT) + 30 FEET @ 0.7 DEGREE PER FOOT =  92 DEGREES

69° (SET-POINT) + 25 FEET @ 0.7 DEGREE PER FOOT =  86.5 DEGREES

Note: destrat calculations are used in cities where heating equipment is used during winter 
months. This equipment increases utility usage and effects energy bills. 

Process
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3. Document Facility Areas & Obstructions

To help indicate the ideal placement for fans after your review, it is important to understand 
where employees work. This aids in the cooling effect offered by Whalenado HVLS Fans.

This step also indicates any obstructions or areas that may decrease the Whalenado HVLS 
fan performance.

4. Record Electrical Information

During your site visit, always record the location of the electrical box and fire alarm tie ins.

Having these two peices of information will be crutial when educating the electrician 
about the distance between the fan and power source and compliance with NFPA13.

Process (cont.)
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5. Primary Benefit for Whalenado HVLS Fans

While on site with the warehouse manager, owner or representative - communicate the benefits 
of the HVLS fans to help determine if:

a) The building has different temperatures zones and poor circulation (destrat)
b) The building is hot in the summer and employees require a cooling solution (cooling)

Note: While Whalenado HVLS fans have multiple benefits, it is important to understand the 
immediate benefits of your customer. If cooling is required, it is always important to show the 
customer a fan quantity to improve the work atmosphere as destrat will be a bi-product.

6. Determining the Quantity of Fans (Destrat or cooling)

Using the information collected, contact the Whalenado design team to help you systematically 
evaluate the total interior space and fans size/qty required. This will ensure the maximum  
cooling or destrat results.

1.844.286.6236 or info@whalenado.com

Process (cont.)

7. Evaluate Data For Optimal Fan Placement

The right placement will ensure you turnover more air, equalize interiors temperatures and thus 
save your customers more money. Once you have determined the building size in cubic feet 
and ran the Whalenado destrat calculator, it is time to evaluate where the best placement is for 
the Whalenado HVLS Fans.

· Largest Fan Possible
· No Obstructions
· Open Area 

Placement Examples on Next Page
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Warehouse Use Comparison
For these examples, we will be using a building that is 400 ft wide by 800 ft long with a height 
of 35 ft.

Warehouse Use Comparison - With Obstructions
For these examples, we will be using a building that is 400 ft wide by 800 ft long with a height 
of 35 ft. This distribution facility has racking in the middle of the structure.

Warehouse Use Comparison - With Destrat and Cooling
For these examples, we will be using a building that is 400 ft wide by 800 ft long with a height 
of 35 ft. This distribution facility has racking in addition to a large assembly area.

Destrat Only

Destrat Only

Destrat and cooling Destrat and cooling

Cooling Only
(This example is highly unlikely as warehouse will have 
obstructions including racking, machines, HVAC etc)

Cooling Only
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